
 

 



Our KS3 students in Class Blithe 

have been going horse riding during 

their PE lessons. They have been not 

only learning to ride independently, 

but also how to clean out the 

stables, prepare the horse for a ride 

and clean them ready to go back in 

their field or stable at the end of the 

session. 

During their science lessons, 

the KS4 students in Blithe have 

been talking about mini beasts, 

making a home for our class 

stick insects and a snailery for 

the garden.  

KS3 have been doing some amazing work during 

their French lessons; they have been learning 

different foods and discussing with each other 

what their favourites are! The children have also 

spent time making meals by planning the shopping 

list and the cutlery and crockery that would be 

needed using French vocabulary.  

Class Blithe have enjoyed so many activities throughout Heather Field’s Diversity Days! The 

students have: made Thistles and Loch Ness Monsters for St Andrews Day; played the Skittles 

Game to talk about their emotions and participated in yoga during Healthy Mind Day; created 

their own Pudsey key rings and decorations for Children in Need; designed sand and rice 

drawings for Diwali… And this is only some! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Churnet have really enjoyed taking part in a 

number of diversity days this term 

including Children in Need, Remembrance 

day, disability awareness day and St 

Andrews day. The students have really 

engaged taking part in themed activities 

and have created some fabulous items 

including their own kilts! 

In English, the students have 

been working really hard on their 

extended writing and reading 

skills. They planned a defence 

speech and were brilliant at 

acting this out as a class! Well 

Done! 



 

 

 

 

The class have taken a keen 

interest in computing lessons. They 

have learnt about binary coding 

and have been brilliant at using 

this to create pixel images! 



 

 

 

 

In maths we have been using lots of our 

mathematical aids to help with our maths. 

 

Children showed great respect during our visit to Cannock 

Chase War Cemetery to commemorate Remembrance Day. 

We discussed the importance of remembering those who 

bravely gave their lives so that we can live ours today. 
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This term two of our children have been 

attending Rodbaston College to learn about 

animal care. They’ve learnt what the animals eat 

and how to care for them correctly. They’ve 

enjoyed handling animals like Rabbits, Guinea 

pigs, Rats, Snakes, Bearded Dragons and many 

more. 

Class Meese have been working hard using their creative skills to create a Christmas Wreath for the school 

entrance. They demonstrated excellent focus and attention to detail, resulting in a beautiful decoration to 

welcome everyone to Heather Field. 



Class Penk 

Class Penk have worked really hard this 

term and have really enjoyed engaging 

in super science experiments and a 

range of other exciting learning 

opportunities! 

 

 
In Science, Penk have been using their investigation skills to explore light 

and how it travels. Pupils have loved taking part in a variety of different 

experiments whilst exploring how to think scientifically and make careful 

observations . 

Science Experiments 

In PE, Penk have loved taking part in the walking curriculum! Children have 

been practising their road safety and they really enjoyed exploring what is 

above and below them! Class Penk have especially enjoyed taking ‘Penk Bear’ 

on their journey with them and teaching him how to stay safe! 

The Adventures of Penk Bear! 

In Topic, Class Penk have been exploring ‘The Benin Kingdom’. Pupils have 

loved using a wide range of materials to create their own settlements and 

artefacts. Children have had lots of fun learning about the history behind 

The Benin Kingdom and the role Great Britain played in the fall of the 

Kingdom. Pupils have also explored books from other cultures this term.  

Benin Settlements 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class Trent have enjoyed engaging in a variety of diversity days, including making shortbread for St. Andrew’s Day and 

engaging in mindful yoga. Students also enjoyed making their own ‘grounding technique’ bookmark to keep in their 

pencil case to help manage their emotions.

In maths, students have been 

exploring 2D and 3D shapes. 

They have been investigating 

the properties of shapes, as 

well as calculating the 

perimeter, area and volume of 

shapes. They created their 

own 3D models of shapes out 

of modelling clay and used 

their knowledge of properties 

to identify corresponding nets. 

During Science, 

students have enjoyed 

exploring reproduction 

in plants. Class Trent 

dissected a flowering 

plant and identified its 

reproductive parts, 

recognising that most 

flowers contain both 

male and female 

reproductive organs. 

 



This term, Class Trent have been extremely lucky to visit Entrust and Horse Riding as part of their P.E 

lessons. The students have shown bravery, courage and amazing teamwork whilst engaging in 

challenging activities such as; rock climbing, archery and kayaking.  

At horse riding, students have learnt how to groom the horses, clean their stables and have shown 

fantastic improvement with their riding skills! 

Students showed great respect when learning 

about Remembrance Day. They enjoyed making 

their own poppy biscuits, painting their own war 

silhouette picture and created a lovely window 

display. 



 

 

 

 


